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Rejlers is the main 
sponsor of Swedish 
endurance race  
In September, it's time for the endurance race ÖTILLÖ which is ranked as one of the toughest in the world. 

Rejlers is the main sponsor of the event for the second year in a row. Employees at Rejlers will compete in 

the contest taking place across and between the 24 islands in the Stockholm archipelago. 

“ÖTILLÖ is about willingness, persistence, goal focus, cooperation, and especially passion. Qualities which also 

run our employees and our company forward. There is a clear connection between this event and our core 

values, health and successful”, says Eva Nygren, President and CEO of Rejlers. 

“We seek long-term partnerships that reflect our passion, our belief in endurance and the will to always improve. 

As the main sponsor Rejlers meets all these criteria, and they help us to develop”, says Michael Lemmel, Event 

Director for ÖTILLÖ. 

Rejlers has a team ready for the start line this year. In the race Christian Pettersson and Rejlers chairman Peter 

Rejler compete. 

“We have a few employees each year who participate in the race. A competition like this leads to discussions 

about our own limits and how we can challenge ourselves to develop as employees and humans”, says Peter 

Rejler, Chairman of Rejlers. 

For further information: 

Rebecka Oxelström; Head of Communications, +46 73 412 66 75, e-mail: rebecka.oxelstrom@rejlers.se 

Michael Lemmel; Event Director ÖTILLÖ, + 46 73-525 97 02, michael.lemmel@otillo.se 

 

ÖTILLÖ runs from dawn to dusk on September 2nd. Teams of two race together from island to island (Ö TILL Ö) 

from Sandhamn to Utö in the Stockholm archipelago. The teams swim between the 24 islands and run on them. 

The total distance is 75 kilometers of which 10 km are swimming and 65 km are running. The contest runs for the 

8th time, www.otillo.se 
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